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WIN WITH DOS
DOS is a comprehensive and ground-breaking framework with a low barrier of entry to interested
suppliers and an opportunity to enhance all business objectives in a quick and affordable way. To date
over £1.5bn of successful supplier services have been sold through DOS and now you can be part of
that success.
With ‘Digital Outcomes and Specialists’ (DOS) you have an opportunity to get listed by undertaking this
yourself (if you have enough time and know how buyers buy). If lucky you may get onto the framework,
but being on the framework doesn’t mean that you will win any business, and that’s a risk which some
people take. In our view, an unnecessary risk!
To solve this perplexing dilemma Advice Cloud are pleased to offer a fully managed service to help you
get listed and much more. Not only will our team of DOS experts get you successfully listed, but they
will also help you win business as soon as you are set up on the framework.

This is what one of our satisfied clients had to say about DOS:
“As a result of Advice Cloud’s support, we were shortlisted for 13 out of 16
opportunities. Without this help we wouldn’t have got to stage two so quickly and
we wouldn’t have been able to win key opportunities.”
Adrian Leer, MD at Triad Group Plc
Here’s What You Will get With Advice Cloud’s Fully Managed Service:
• A fully compliant DOS listing of the highest quality for any number of ‘Lots’
• A half-day workshop with our DOS experts to help you to build your
team’s capacity to bid effectively and win more business
• Customised training re ‘asking the right questions’ and ‘how to win bids’
• A four-hours per month DOS bid review service so our experts can help
you submit more winning bids
• Outstanding regular networking events so you get to meet the right people
• Access to our exclusive client-only webinars that cover public sector sales
and marketing that really works
• Email access to our DOS experts to answer all your procurement questions
Our clients have won millions of pounds from ‘cold’ opportunities across all DOS
Lots - including work from large government departments and the NHS. Now, you
too, can be part of this success story and with our help you can start winning.

You are probably now interested to learn more about our fully managed
DOS Services so call us today on 0330 124 4224
or email Sales, at sales@advice-cloud.co.uk

